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PURPOSE & OUTCOME

• The CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT & ETHICS forms the basis of 
our existence as members of the Gauteng Society of Advocates

• We need to understand the ratio behind them to know why we need 
to comply

• The King Code of Corporate Governance lays down the foundation of 
running our business at the Bar

• The Code of Conduct and Ethics creates certain risks and non-
compliance means we practice contrary to good corporate 
governance

• Managing the risk of non-compliance with the Code of Conduct and 
Ethics will ensure good corporate governance  
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KING IV, CODE OF GOVERNANCE

• King IV builds on King I, II & III by inter alia reducing 75 
principles to 17, however, without sacrificing any of the 
former principles.

• King IV focuses on 4 Good Governance Outcomes:
• Ethical culture
• Good performance
• Effective control
• Legitimacy
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KEY ASPECTS OF REPORT

1. Good governance is essentially about effective leadership.

• Responsible leaders direct business strategies and operations with a view 
to achieving sustainable economic, social and environmental performance.

2. Sustainability is the primary moral and economic imperative of the 21st   
century. 

• Current incremental changes towards sustainability are not sufficient – we 
need a fundamental shift in the way companies and directors act and 
organise themselves. 

• Sustainability includes environmental, social and governance issues.
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KEY ASPECTS OF REPORT

• 3. The concept of corporate citizenship which flows from the fact that 
the company is a person and should operate in a sustainable manner. 
Sustainability considerations are rooted in the South African 
Constitution which is the basic social contract that South Africans 
have entered into. The Constitution imposes responsibilities upon 
individuals and juristic persons for the realisation of the most 
fundamental rights.
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ETHICAL VALUES & PRINCIPLES

• Ethical values translate into behavioural commitments (principles) or 
behavioural directives (standards, norms, and guidelines). For 
example, the ethical value of honesty generates the principle “We 
should be honest”. This means that we have an ethical duty not to 
deceive, but to tell the truth. In specific circumstances, the principle 
of honesty may clash with another ethical principle, such as the 
principle of respect – “We should respect the dignity of others”. A 
clash of ethical principles results in an ethical dilemma. We need to 
employ ethical reasoning and deliberation to resolve ethical 
dilemmas.

• In our environment it clashes with a fundamental principle: legal 
privilege
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VALUES

• Describing conduct as ‘good’ or ‘right’ means measuring it against 
standards, called ‘values’. Ethical values are convictions we hold about 
what is important in our character and interactions with others. 

• Examples of ethical values are integrity, respect, honesty  
(truthfulness), responsibility, accountability, fairness, transparency, 
and loyalty
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RISK MANAGEMENT

• Risk management is the identification and evaluation of actual and 
potential risk areas as they pertain to the company as a total entity,

• followed by a process of either avoidance, termination, transfer, 
tolerance (acceptance), exploitation, or mitigation (treatment) of 
each risk, or a response that is a combination or integration
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RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS

• The Risk Management Process entails the planning, arranging and 
controlling of activities and resources to minimise the negative 
impacts of all risks to levels that can be tolerated by stakeholders 
whom the board has identified as relevant to the business of the 
company, 

• as well as to optimise the opportunities, or positive impacts, of all 
risks
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ITEMS RELEVANT TO RISK MANAGEMENT

• Cost of risk; Criteria; Key risks; Key risk indicators; Mitigation; 
Residual risk; Risk acceptance; Risk analysis; Risk appetite; 
Risk assessment; Risk avoidance; Risk bearing capacity; Risk 
communication; Risk control; Risk estimation; Risk 
evaluation; Risk driver; Risk financing; Risk identification; 
Risk Manager /Group Risk Management/Risk Champion; Risk 
matrix; Risk optimisation; Risk perception; Risk profile; Risk 
reduction; Risk register; Risk response; Risk retention; Risk 
tracking; Risk transfer; Source identification
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EXAMPLES of RISKS

• Code of Ethical Conduct

• Conflict of interest

• Insufficient/inadequate preparation

• Lying client/witnesses

• Improper brief

• Funds

• Vis major – illness; traffic congestion/accidents; etc.

• Courts

• Witnesses; opposition; interpreter
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CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT & ETHICS

Objects of the Rules
• The object of these rules is to ensure that advocates act 

independently, 

• recognize and discharge their obligations in relation to the 
administration of justice and 

• give to clients who choose them, services of the highest standard 

unqualified by personal interest.
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General Principles

An Advocate must not engage in conduct which is: -

• Dishonest or otherwise discreditable to an advocate;

• Prejudicial to the administration of justice; or

• Likely to diminish public confidence in the legal profession or the 
administration of justice or otherwise bring the legal profession into 
disrepute.

• And s/he must:

• An Advocate should assist in maintaining the integrity of the 
profession and should participate in it’s activities.
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Training/Courses 

• Obligation on members to: 

Attend refresher courses

• Every practicing member shall quarterly, or as often as called 
thereto, attend every refresher course compiled by GSA for all 
of the members;

• No member shall refuse to attend a course and aver that he or 
she does not practice in that particular field of law;
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Training/Courses 

• Present refresher courses

• No Advocate requested by the Bar Council of GSA to assist in the 
compilation of these refresher courses shall:-

• Have the right of refusal to assist in the compilation; and

• May charge fees or disbursements to the Bar Council or the 
designated body thereof, to assist in the compilation of these courses 
or to draft these courses.
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Code of conduct

• An Advocate’s conduct towards other legal practitioners 
should be characterized by courtesy and good faith.

• An advocate owes the client a duty to be competent to 
perform any legal services undertaken on the client’s behalf.

• An advocate should serve the client in a conscientious, 
diligent and efficient manner, and should provide a quality of 
service at least equal to that which advocates generally 
would expect of a competent advocate in a like situation and 
should avoid unsatisfactory professional practice.
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Code of conduct

• An Advocate should be both honest and candid when advising clients.

• S/he has a duty to hold in strict confidence all information concerning 
the business and affairs of the client acquired in the course of the 
professional relationship, and should not divulge any such 
information unless expressly or impliedly authorized by the client or 
required by law to do so.

• S/he must not advise or represent both sides of a dispute and, save 
after adequate disclosure to and with the consent of the client or 
prospective client concerned, should not act or continue to act in a 
matter when there is or there is likely to be a conflicting interest.
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Code of conduct

• An Advocate is entitled to a reasonable fee for all services rendered.

• S/he may not borrow money from a client save where the client is a 
lending institution, financial institution, insurance company, trust 
company or any similar corporation whose business includes lending 
money to members of the public.

• Subject to the code, an advocate may not accept a brief or 
instructions from any client (without the intervention of an attorney).

• S/he may accept a brief to settle a matter, as opposed to a brief on 
trial.
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Code of conduct

• According to the best traditions of the Bar, an advocate should, while 
acting with all due courtesy to the tribunal before which s/he is 
appearing, fearlessly uphold the interests of his/his client without 
regard to any unpleasant consequences either to him/herself or to 
any other person. [With respect …]

• An advocate’s duty to divulge to the Court material facts of which he 
has knowledge is governed by his overriding duty not to mislead the 
Court and a contrario by his duty not to disclose to any person, 
including in a proper case the Court itself, information confided to 
him as an advocate.
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Code of conduct

• In a matter in which an advocate is instructed by an 
attorney, the client and witnesses may be interviewed 
in the absence the instructing attorney unless the 
advocate deems it necessary for the instructing 
attorney to be present.

• It is, in general, undesirable to interview any witness 
after he has been sworn or has made a solemn 
declaration to speak the truth.
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Code of conduct

• An advocate is entitled to advise his client whether any 
proposed conduct will contravene the law.  Further, he is 
entitled to advise a course of conduct which will so order the 
affairs of the client as to avoid liability under taxing and 
other similar statutory provisions (tax evasion vs. tax 
avoidance). Vide S v De Blom 1977 (3) SA 513 (A)

• An advocate is clearly not entitled to devise a scheme which 
involves his client in the commission of any offence.
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Code of conduct

•An advocate representing a person charged with a 
criminal offence should endeavour to protect that 
person from being convicted, except by a competent 
tribunal and upon admissible evidence sufficient to 
support a conviction for the offence charged.  An 
advocate must not invent facts to assist in advancing 
the defence case.
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Code of conduct

• Subject to these Rules, an advocate representing a person 
charged with a criminal offence is under a duty to defend 
that person irrespective of any belief or opinion which the 
advocate may have formed as to whether that person is 
guilty or not guilty. 

• An advocate to whom a confession of guilt has been made by 
a person charged with a criminal offence should continue to 
act and do all that the advocate honourably can in the 
client’s defence. [This includes admissions.] 

• However, the law must be explained to client
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Code of conduct

•When appearing in Court, an advocate should wear 
clothes which are suitable to be worn in 
Court. (should read “appropriate for the occasion”) 
•An advocate should arrange to be introduced to the 

judge or magistrate before his first appearance before 
that judge or magistrate.  The introduction should be 
arranged with the Judge’s registrar in the case of an 
introduction to a judge.
•Please note the practice in the CC.
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Code of conduct

•An advocate may engage in another profession, 
business or occupation which is not incompatible 
either with his position as or with the proper 
discharge of his duties as an advocate. [other activities 
than profession]

•Guard against conflict of interest and bringing the bar 
into disrepute.
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Code of conduct

• Formerly known as touting

• Advocates may advertise their services or fees in any 
medium including brochures and similar documents 
provided the advertising: is not false or misleading and any 
factual information in the advertisement is verifiable; is in 
good taste and not such as to bring the profession or the 
administration of justice into disrepute, and does not 
compare services or charges with other legal practitioners or 
firms. [letterheads, business cards, telephone directory 
entries, media advertisements]
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Code of conduct

• An advocate must not issue statements to the press in connection with 
cases in which he is involved.

• It is not improper for an advocate to supply to the media answers to 
questions relating to the identity of the parties and the nature of the issues 
in the proceedings in which the advocate is engaged (proviso).

• It is in general thought desirable that in proper cases members of the Bar 
should take part in discussions of matters of general interest on television 
(or radio), particularly where some topic having relation to the 
administration of justice is to be discussed.

• An advocate appearing on television or radio may be introduced as an 
advocate; his name may be given and, if a senior counsel, may be described 
as such.  Mention may not be made of his place of practice nor of his 
experience nor of any particular expertise which he may have.
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Code of conduct

• It is the duty of all counsel to undertake pro-deo defences when 
directed to do so by the committee. [pro amico; pro impercuriam?]

• It is the duty of all counsel, so directed by the committee, to 
undertake legal aid matters.

• An advocate shall not disclose to the court, whether in examination, 
cross-examination or otherwise, any communication between the 
advocate and legal representatives appearing in the proceedings for 
another party to the proceedings. [In cross-examination: Mr. Plaintiff, 
do you know what your attorney told me?]
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Code of conduct

•Under no circumstances shall an advocate advise or 
suggest to a witness that false evidence should be 
given.

• An advocate shall not coach a witness by advising 
what answers the witness should give to questions 
which might be asked

• This does not mean an advocate cannot explain how
the witness’ demeanour should be and how best to 
answer questions
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Code of conduct

• Sexual harassment of a colleague, of staff, of clients, 
or of other persons, in a professional context, is 
professional misconduct.

• Sexual harassment is always inexcusable, if not a 
crime, let alone misconduct. What is to be avoided 
and guarded against, is improper relations with the 
persons mentioned, which ought, also to be 
misconduct.
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Code of conduct

• Subject to the code, an advocate is bound to accept a brief to appear 
before a court, to advise or to draw pleadings or any other document 
in a field in which he or she professes to practice.

• An advocate who is generally available to accept a brief shall not 
discriminate, in any way, for or against a client, or class of clients.

• It is not improper for an advocate to recommend another advocate or 
an attorney to a client or an attorney for the purpose of assisting such 
clients or attorneys in obtaining the services of another advocate or 
an attorney.
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Code of conduct

FINITE
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